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0 of 0 review helpful Five Stars By Customer Excellent 0 of 0 review helpful Good translation and ancillary materials 
if a bit dated By Jonathan Miller Good translation and ancillary materials if a bit dated This would work well for an 
undergraduate course in ancient philosophy 3 of 5 review helpful bad translation of obscure but For the Pre Socratic 
philosophers the soul was the source of movement and sensation while for Plato it was the seat of being 
metaphysically distinct from the body that it was forced temporarily to inhabit Plato s student Aristotle was 
determined to test the truth of both these beliefs against the emerging sciences of logic and biology His examination of 
the huge variety of living organisms the enormous range of their behaviour their powers and their perceptual sop 
Language Notes Text English Greek translation About the Author Aristotle was born in 384BC For twenty years he 
studied at Athens at the Academy of Plato on whose death in 347 he left and some time later became 
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